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2CeVau

- ACTIVITY 3

Cybersecure Corridors
for eVehicle Automation

Abstract
2CeVau (Cybersecure Corridors for eVehicle Automation) is a CEF Telecommunication
Sector funded project. 2CeVau will develop cybersecurity capabilities for connected
vehicles in the context of a complete risk and hazard analysis (threats, vulnerabilities,
attacks and countermeasures) focusing on use cases for the “Thessaloniki, Sofia, Belgrade
(GR-BG-SRB)” 5G cross-border corridor. It will examine the corridor as a unified set of
services, hardware and software components with possible multi-standard, multinational
variations exposed to cyber threats. Following this analysis, it will develop a Security
Assessment Tool that will increase preparedness for relevant software and hardware
components and will facilitate CSIRTs to assess, audit and report security issues for the 5G
corridor.
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Acronyms and abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
5G

5th Generation of Mobile Communications

ACT

Activity

BG

Bulgaria

CCAM

Cooperative, Connected and Automated Mobility

GR

Greece

IoT

Internet of Things

ITS

Intelligent Transportation Systems

NB-IoT

Narrowband IoT

RSU

Road Side Unit

SRB

Serbia

V2C

Vehicle to Cloud

V2I

Vehicle to Infrastructure

V2V

Vehicle to Vehicle communications

V2X

Vehicle to Anything communications

VNF

Virtual Network Function

EVSE

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

DSO

Distribution System Operator

CPO

Charge Point Operator
Table 1: List of Abbreviations
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Executive Summary
This deliverable, entitled “2CeVau: Vulnerability analysis, Threat analysis and Attack
modeling focus on GR-BG-SRB 5G corridor use cases”, identifies the system assets,
threats/attacks, vulnerabilities and security and privacy requirements for the use cases
specified in Activity 2.
The first part of the document, following the introduction, provides a description of the risk
analysis and modelling methodology that has been adopted for the overall risk analysis. Then
the system assets, the communication links and the involved stakeholders for the use cases
specified in Activity 2, are identified.
Then the Threats/Attacks against the 2CeVau assets have been listed together with the assets
that could be affected by each individual threat, together with the related security and privacy
goals that should be preserved.
Finally, the document provides the security and privacy requirements for the use cases under
study.
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1. Introduction
This deliverable reports the initial results of Activity 3, entitled “Reference Modelling –
Analysis and management over the Risk circle”. More specifically Activity 3 contains all
tasks and steps for a complete risk assessment, using as input the set of reference use cases
defined in Activity 2. Activity 3 has the objective to perform a full vulnerability assessment,
threat and attack modeling and its work will be based on a methodology developed from
UPRC in a H2020 project (SAFERtec [1]) that has been suitably adopted for the current
project (see Chapter 2). The methodology consists of three stages: During the first stage the
systems assets and stakeholders will be identified, while in Stage 2 the security and privacy
requirements will be elicited. During Stage 3 the impact from a potential security or privacy
violation incident will be assessed and the appropriate technical countermeasures will be
proposed.
Activity 3 will be implemented in four tasks. During Task 1 the connected, conventional or
electric, vehicle assets, as well as all components and modules that participate in the V2X 5G
paradigm will be identified. The task includes the specification of all functional and data
assets for the connected/electric vehicle i.e. the radio interfaces, the ITS applications, the
Local Dynamic Map, the Vehicle Control system, the set of Sensors and sensor monitor
subcomponents, the system controller, the charging stations etc. In addition, the external
critical nodes that play a key role in the implementation of the V2X and ITS paradigm will be
identified and integrated in the model. These include, the 5G access network technologies,
the road side units (RSUs), core network infrastructure, cloud-based ITS services and
applications, the Traffic Management Centers and more. The analysis of the system use cases
in interacting assets will also provide the current organizational structure.
Task 2 includes the specification of the security and privacy constraints and the identification
of threats that can affect and compromise the specified assets and components of the
connected, conventional or electric, vehicles. A composite threat model will be developed,
which will be capable of capturing multiple threats, while enabling the prioritization of
security, privacy, and reliability constraints. The threat analysis will result in a set of attacks
that materialize the specific threats. One of the main targets within this task is to define a
dependability model suitable for the Connected Vehicle use cases and environment aiming at
structuring the dependabilities of the complex components, systems and applications, their
connections and their process/data flows. Special attention will be given in the identification
of threats and attacks for the cross-border corridor use case.
During Task 3 vulnerabilities will be identified and classified. Vulnerability analysis will
extend beyond security, in safety and privacy issues. The analysis will be performed for the
cross-border corridor use case and the various levels of automation. As a result of the
methodology, the vulnerability analysis will lead to a set of security and privacy
requirements, which includes the development of the risk and hazard management plan. All
the information collected from the current and previous tasks will be jointly modelled in
order to proceed in the identification of possible conflicts among security and privacy, threat
mitigation and vulnerability satisfaction, etc.
This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
INEA/CEF/ICT/A2018/1807631
Action No: 2018-EL-IA-0115
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Task 4 extends the assessment work by validating the issues raised and identifying a specific
set of solutions. Risk management will be used in order to define a set of security controls,
services and measures that are able to mitigate the identified risks and hazards and they are
able to protect the assets and modules of the Connected, conventional or electric, Vehicle as
it moves along the 5G corridor. The security controls and services will cover the entire
System Development Life Cycle within the context of the Connected Vehicle as it crosses
borders within (GR-BG) or outside (BGSRB) the EU. The security controls will be
categorized and a formal taxonomy with high granularity will be developed.
The defined Milestones related to Activity 3 are the following:
• M3.1 Vulnerability analysis, Threat analysis and Attack modeling focus on GR-BGSRB 5G corridor use cases, and
• M3.2 Specification of Security controls and countermeasures (focus on GR-BG-SRB
5G corridor use cases).
The current deliverable will cover the first Milestone (M3.1)

1.1 Purpose of the Document
The document presents the results of the effort spent in the course of Tasks 1, 2 and 3 of
Activity 3 of the 2CeVau project, focusing on the identification of assets and
interconnections, the identification of security and privacy related threats and vulnerabilities,
as well as the elicitation of the security and privacy requirements.

1.2 Intended readership
Besides the project reviewers, this deliverable is addressed to any interested reader (i.e., PU
dissemination level).

1.3 Inputs from other projects
This deliverable was influenced from the SAFERtec [1] H2020 project.

1.4 Relationship with other 2CeVau deliverables
There is no dependency of the content included in this document with currently existing
2CeVau deliverables. The deliverable has used as input the use cases defined in the
deliverable of Activity 2.

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
INEA/CEF/ICT/A2018/1807631.
Action No: 2018-EL-IA-0115
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2 Risk Analysis and Modelling Methodologies
For the purpose of assessing cyber security risks on the relevant use cases, the 2CeVau needs to
develop a methodology that effectively takes into consideration all security aspects for the designed
architectures.
In this Chapter the MONARC methodology in combination with IoT and associated recommendations
from ENISA [2] [3] [4] will be integrated for the purposes of the modelling and will be presented. The
choice of MONARC methodology was based on the comparison with other Risk Analysis methods as
clearly presented in [8] as well as on the fact that MONARC is compatible with the EBIOS
methodology that has been used in SAFERtec project [1] and this will allow us to transfer the
experience gained during SAFERtec to 2CeVau. More specifically the integrated 2CeVau
methodology will be used for identifying the main assets (hardware, software, data, communication
links) of the Electric Vehicle and V2X systems, eliciting the security, safety and privacy
requirements, identifying threats and vulnerabilities.

1.Stage 1:
Identification of
Assets

•Interconection of assets

Stage 2: Security
and Privacy
requirements
elicitation

•Risk Analysis
•Threat/Attack modelling
•Elicitation of technical security
and privacy requirements

Stage 3: Impact
estimation from
Security/Privacy
violation incidents

•Risk Factors
•Countermeasures

Figure 1: Steps of the 2CeVau Analysis

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
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2.1.1

Stage 1: Identify System Assets and Stakeholders

The purpose of this step is to define the perimeter (boundaries) of the study. A global vision of the
components and communication between components will be clarified. At this step, the following
data will be collected and formalized:
• Essentials assets of the 2CeVau system.
• Functional description of components and relations between components.
• Security issues that need to be addressed by the study.
• Assumptions made if appropriate.
• Constraints (internal or external) from 2CeVau system itself.
At the end of this step, a clear vision of the components and the links between them will be
formalized both of which will be used as inputs for the risk analysis method, according to the
2CeVau’s Use Cases, as per Activity 2.

2.1.2

Stage 2: Security and Privacy requirements elicitation

Security is protection against intended incidents, i.e. incidents that happen due to a result of deliberate
or planned act. Security concerns the protection of assets from threats, where these are categorised as
“the potential for abuse of protected assets”. Whereas, privacy concerns the protection of the assets’
owner identity from users that do not have the owner’s consent to view/process their data. Risk
analysis or equivalently Risk Assessment is the methodology where an IT infrastructure and/or
interconnection between computational devices is methodically analysed and the corresponding
Security/Privacy threats are identified along with specific vulnerabilities or potential failures.
Moreover, the goal of a security assessment, is to ensure that necessary security and privacy
objectives are integrated into the design and implementation of an architecture. A Vulnerability is
defined as a weakness, in terms of security and privacy, that exists in a resource, an actor and/or a
goal [5]. Vulnerabilities are exploited by threats, as an attack or incident within a specific context. A
Threat represents circumstances that have the potential to cause loss; or a problem that can put in
danger the security features of the system [6].
In Stage 2, a Risk analysis, identifying threats, vulnerabilities, data, is conducted in order to deduce
attack modelling and threat propagation. The analysis assists in the identification and assessment of
security and privacy risks and thus in the selection of the appropriate measures to reduce these risks
and as such reduce the potential impact of the risks on the data subjects, the risk of non-compliance,
legal actions and operational risk.
The security/privacy threats and vulnerabilities affecting the 2CeVau’s system will be studied as
outcome from a dedicated risk analysis. The threats and vulnerabilities are going to be specific for the
2CeVau’s infrastructure components.
The following activities will be performed:
• List the relevant attack methods (in collaboration with project partners - experts) against
security and privacy.
• Characterize the threat agents for each attack method retained according to their type.
• Identify the security and privacy vulnerabilities of the entities according to attack methods.
• Estimate the vulnerability level.
• Formulate the security and privacy threats.
This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
INEA/CEF/ICT/A2018/1807631.
Action No: 2018-EL-IA-0115
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•

Assign priority in the security and privacy threats according to the probability of their
occurrence.

The list of the pertinent security and privacy threats and the type of attacks will be the main outputs of
this step.

2.1.3

Stage 3: Impact Assessment

Taking into account the system’s and threat’s continuous evolution, risk management “necessitates”
the identification of appropriate countermeasures. The processing of data, the hierarchy and
management of risks has to be examined in a way that optimises the cost and contributes to the most
suitable decision making, aiming at protecting data and system’s components. Impact assessment
contributes to the application of privacy and security principles and best practices, in a way to
eliminate/reduce the identified risks.

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
INEA/CEF/ICT/A2018/1807631.
Action No: 2018-EL-IA-0115
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3 Identification of Assets
3.1 Identification of Assets and Interconnections
The high-level overview of the 2CeVau architecture, assets and their interconnections are presented in
the following image. The depicted architecture is aligned with the 2CeVau’s use cases (Extended
Anticipated Cooperative Collision Avoidance and Extended Green Driving), defined in Activity 2.

Figure 2: Architectural view of the 2CeVau System for the Security and Privacy Analysis

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
INEA/CEF/ICT/A2018/1807631.
Action No: 2018-EL-IA-0115
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The following table showcases the assets of the 2CeVau architecture with their respective
type.
Asset ID
AS-01

Asset
In-Vehicle Sensors

Type
Firmware

AS-02

In-Vehicle Sensors

Hardware

AS-03

In-Vehicle Software (including the
Local Dynamic Map)

Software - Storage

AS-04

In-Vehicle Hardware

Hardware

AS-05

Road Sensors

Hardware

AS-06

Road Sensors

Firmware

AS-07

Corridor infrastructure
Applications/Services

Storage / Software

AS-08

Corridor infrastructure
Applications/Services

Hardware

AS-09

Roaming Platform/Service Providers

Storage / Software

AS-10

Roaming Platform/Service Providers

Hardware

AS-11

Distribution System Operator

Storage / Software

AS-12

Distribution System Operator

Hardware

AS-13

Charge Point Operator

Hardware

AS-14

Charge Point Operator

Firmware

AS-15

Transmitted Data

Data

AS-16

Stored Data

Data

Table 2: 2CeVau Identified Assets

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
INEA/CEF/ICT/A2018/1807631.
Action No: 2018-EL-IA-0115
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The interconnections between assets of Figure 2 are presented in the following table.
Link ID
CO-01

Communication Link
Wired

Description
Wired connection from EV to
Electric Vehicle Supply
Equipment (EVSE) [7]
Wireless communication from
EV to EV or EV to RSU and
vice versa.

CO-02

C-V2X
Wireless communication from
EV to CPO and vice versa
Wired TCP/IP connection from
Sensors to Corridor and vice
versa.

CO-03

CO-04

TCP/IP

5G

Wired TCP/IP connection from
CPO to Roaming
Platform/DSO/Service
Providers and vice versa.
5G wireless connection from
Sensors to Corridor and vice
versa.
5G wireless connection from
CPO to Roaming
Platform/DSO/Service
Providers and vice versa.
5G wireless connection from
EV to Roaming
Platform/DSO/Service
Providers and vice versa.
5G wireless connection from
EV to Corridor and vice versa.

Table 3: 2CeVau Communication Channels

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
INEA/CEF/ICT/A2018/1807631.
Action No: 2018-EL-IA-0115
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4 Threat and Attack Modelling
4.1 Security and Privacy Threats
In order to identify the Threats/Attacks against the 2CeVau assets the following sources have
been employed:
• Input from ENISA [2] [3] [4] about IoT and relevant recommendations.
• Threats suggested by the MONARC methodology [8].
The final list of Threats is depicted in Table 4. The 2CeVau assets that could be affected by
each individual threat, together with the security and privacy goals, are also described in the
aforementioned Table.
More specifically, the main security requirements addressed are the following:
• Confidentiality assures that information is not made available or disclosed to
unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes.
• Integrity maintains and assures the accuracy and completeness of data over its entire
lifecycle. This means that data cannot be modified in an unauthorized or undetected
manner.
• Availability assures that all services serve their purpose and that information must be
available when needed.
Similarly, in terms of privacy the following requirements have been addressed:
• Anonymity of a subject from an attacker’s perspective means that the attacker cannot
sufficiently identify the subject within a set of subjects, the anonymity set.
• Unlinkability of two or more items of interest (IOIs, e.g. subjects, messages, events,
actions, etc.) from an attacker’s perspective means that within the system (comprising
these and possibly other items), the attacker cannot sufficiently distinguish whether
these IOIs are related or not.

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
INEA/CEF/ICT/A2018/1807631.
Action No: 2018-EL-IA-0115
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Threat
ID

TH-IOT01

TH-IOT02

Threat /
Attack

Denial of
Service

Malware

Description
Multiple systems attack a single target to
overfill it and make it fail. This can be done by
making many connections, flooding a
communication channel or replaying the same
communications again and again. Moreover, a
Denial of Service can target an IoT system
resulting in system unavailability and
production disruption caused by a massive
number of requests sent to the system. Or, an
attacker may take advantage of IoT devices in
an industrial environment and create a network
of infected IoT botnets as a platform to attack
some other system.
The software may carry out unwanted and
unauthorized actions on a system without the
consent of the user, resulting in damage,
corruption or information theft. The
penetration of malicious software in an IoT
aimed at performing undesired and
unauthorized actions, which may cause damage
to a system, operational processes, and related
data.

TH-IOT03

Manipula
tion of
software

Unauthorized manipulation of devices software
or applications within an IoT system by an
attacker. In terms of industrial IoT systems, an
attacker’s actions may include manipulation of
embedded systems software mobile devices or
modification of its software configuration.

TH-IOT04

Modifica
tion of

Unauthorized manipulation of devices
hardware or hardware tampering of IoT system

Availability Confidentiality Integrity Unlinkability Anonymity

Affected Assets
Corridor infrastructure
Applications/Services
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle Sensors
(Firmware), Roaming Platform/Service
Providers (Storage/Software),
Distribution System Operator
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle
(Software), Road Sensors (Firmware),
CPO (Firmware), Transmitted data
through C-V2X Communication Link

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
INEA/CEF/ICT/A2018/1807631
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Corridor infrastructure
Applications/Services
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle Sensors
(Firmware), Roaming Platform/Service
Providers (Storage/Software),
Distribution System Operator
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle
(Software), Road Sensors (Firmware),
CPO (Firmware)
Corridor infrastructure
Applications/Services
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle Sensors
(Firmware), Roaming Platform/Service
Providers (Storage/Software),
Distribution System Operator
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle
(Software), Road Sensors (Firmware),
CPO (Firmware)
In-Vehicle Sensors (hardware), InVehicle (Hardware), Road Sensors
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Threat
ID

TH-IOT05

TH-IOT06

TH-IOT07

Threat /
Attack
Hardwar
e
Manipula
tion of
Informati
on

Targeted
cyber
attacks

Abuse of
personal
data

Description
by an attacker. In terms of industrial IoT
systems, an attacker’s actions may include
manipulation of embedded systems hardware.
Unwanted and unauthorized data access or /
and modification by an attacker may apply to
compromise operational or manipulation of
process data. Possible consequences may
include inappropriate decisions based on
falsified data.
The threat of a cyberattack aims at harming an
organization possibly to take control over the
system using various technical means such as
compromising key devices and falsifying
telemetry deceiving unaware operators. Other
impacts include damage to reputation or theft
of company secrets. This attack is different
from wider scale attacks whose objective is to
infect any company that connects to a certain
website prepared by an attacker or any
company that uses a device or software with a
certain vulnerability.
The threat of disclosuring personal/sensitive
information stored on devices or in the cloud.
The attacker’s goal is to gain unauthorized
access to this kind of data and use it illicitly.
Production data is not considered to be subject
to privacy, but it may also pose problems if it
can be linked to the performance of individual
employees.

Availability Confidentiality Integrity Unlinkability Anonymity

Affected Assets
(Hardware), Wired charging connection,
Wired TCP/IP communication links,
CPO (Hardware)
Transmitted data through C-V2X
communication link, Stored Data

X

X

X

X

X

X

Corridor infrastructure
Applications/Services
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle Sensors
(firmware), Roaming Platform/Service
Providers (Storage/Software),
Distribution System Operator
(Storage/Software)

X

Transmitted data through C-V2X
communication link, Stored Data
X

X

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
INEA/CEF/ICT/A2018/1807631.
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Threat
ID
TH-IOT08

Threat /
Attack
Counterf
eit by
malicious
devices

TH-IOT09

Brute
force

TH-IOT10

Man-intheMiddle

TH-IOT11

Session
hijacking

TH-IOT12

Network
Outage

TH-IOT13

Failures
of
devices

Description
This threat refers to a counterfeit device that
usually has backdoors and can be used to
conduct attacks on other IoT devices in the
environment.
The threat of gaining unauthorized access to
Corridor’s/ Roaming Platform/ Distribution
System Operator infrastructure resources (i.e.
data, systems, devices, etc.) through a large
number of attempts to guess the correct key or
password.
The threat of active eavesdropping, where
messages exchanged between unaware affected
parties are relayed by an attacker. The attacker
may just listen to the exchanged messages or
modify or delete transmitted information,
leading to communication disruption.
Stealing the data connection by acting as a
legitimate user in order to steal, modify or
delete transmitted data.
Interruption or failure in the network supply,
either intentional or accidental. Depending on
the network segment affected, and on the time
required to recover.

The threat of failure or malfunction of devices.

Availability Confidentiality Integrity Unlinkability Anonymity
X

Transmitted data through C-V2X
communication link, Stored Data

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Affected Assets

X

X

Corridor infrastructure
Applications/Services
(Storage/Software), Roaming
Platform/Service Providers
(Storage/Software), Distribution System
Operator (Storage/Software)
Transmitted data through C-V2X
communication link, Stored Data

X

Stored Data
Transmitted data through C-V2X
communication link, Wired charging
connection, Wired TCP/IP
communication link
In-Vehicle Sensors (hardware), Corridor
infrastructure Applications/Services
(Hardware), Roaming Platform/Service
Providers (Hardware), Distribution
System Operator (Hardware), In-Vehicle
(Hardware), Road Sensors (Hardware),

X

X
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Threat
ID

Threat /
Attack

Description

Availability Confidentiality Integrity Unlinkability Anonymity

TH-IOT14

Failure of
system

Threat of failure of software services or
applications

X

TH-IOT15

Software
vulnerabi
lities

IoT devices are often vulnerable due to
weak/default passwords, software bugs, and
configuration errors, posing a risk to the
network. This threat is usually connected to
others, like exploit kits.

X

Natural
Disaster

These include events such as, floods, heavy
winds, heavy snows, landslides, among other
natural disasters or and other disasters in the
deployment environment, that can damage the
devices or cause their inoperability

X

TH-IOT16

X

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
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X

Affected Assets
Wired charging connection, Wired
TCP/IP communication link, CPO
(Hardware)
Corridor infrastructure
Applications/Services
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle Sensors
(Firmware), Roaming Platform/Service
Providers (Storage/Software),
Distribution System Operator
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle
(Software), Road Sensors (Firmware),
CPO (Firmware)
Corridor infrastructure
Applications/Services
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle Sensors
(Firmware), Roaming Platform/Service
Providers (Storage/Software),
Distribution System Operator
(Storage/Software), In-Vehicle
(Software), Road Sensors (Firmware),
CPO (Firmware)
Corridor infrastructure
Applications/Services (Hardware),
Roaming Platform/Service Providers
(Hardware), Distribution System
Operator (Hardware), In-Vehicle
(Hardware), Road Sensors (Hardware),
Wired charging connection, Wired
TCP/IP communication link, CPO

2CeVau: Vulnerability analysis, Threat analysis and Attack modeling focus on
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Threat
ID

Threat /
Attack

Description

Availability Confidentiality Integrity Unlinkability Anonymity

Affected Assets
(Hardware)

TH-IOT17

Device
destructi
on

Incidents such devices theft, bomb attacks,
vandalism or sabotage could damage devices

In-Vehicle Sensors (hardware), InVehicle (Hardware), Road Sensors
(Hardware), Wired charging connection,
Wired TCP/IP communication link, CPO
(Hardware)

X
Table 4: Threats against 2CeVau assets
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5 Vulnerability Analysis
5.1 System Vulnerabilities
Having identified the 2CeVau assets and the threats against these assets, the MONARC methodology
has been utilized in order to identify the system vulnerabilities. These can be exploited by each threat
in order to harm the system. Table 5 lists all these vulnerabilities per identified threat.
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Vulnerability ID

Vulnerability

Threat ID

VU-CO-01

Access point allowing eavesdropping

VU-CO-02

VU-CO-04

Additional hardware items can be fitted for storing, transmitting or corrupting information
(e.g. physical keylogger).
Additional software can be added for storing, transmitting or corrupting information (e.g.
keylogger)
Ageing of the equipment

VU-CO-05

VU-CO-03

TH-IOT-10
TH-IOT-07
TH-IOT-04

Threat / Attack
Man-in-the-Middle
Abuse of personal data
Modification of
Hardware

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

Ageing of the medium

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

VU-CO-06

Communication in broadcast mode

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07
VU-CO-07

Equipment accessible to unauthorised persons

Abuse of personal data
Modification of
Hardware

VU-CO-08
VU-CO-09

Equipment sensitive to electrical disturbances (voltage drops, overvoltages, transient powercuts)
Equipment that is complex to use or not user-friendly

VU-CO-10

TH-IOT-04
TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

Fragility of equipment

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

VU-CO-11

Incorrect operating conditions

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

VU-CO-12

Incorrect sizing (e.g. too much data for the maximum passband)

TH-IOT-01

Denial of Service

VU-CO-13

Interface side effects (compatibility problems between protocols, etc.)

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

VU-CO-14

Interface with a function that allows eavesdropping

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-CO-15

Maintenance fault

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

VU-CO-16

Media accessible to unauthorised persons

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

VU-CO-17

Medium and supports whose characteristics allow eavesdropping (e.g. Ethernet, wireless

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
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Vulnerability ID

Vulnerability

Threat ID

Threat / Attack

communication systems)

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-CO-18

No accessible user support

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

VU-CO-19

No authentication of equipment connected to the network

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-CO-20

No physical protection

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-CO-21

No robust access control system

VU-CO-22

Obsolete hardware

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

VU-CO-23

Physical access to communication support or equipment allowing eavesdropping equipment to
be installed

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

Physical or logical access to a relay allowing eavesdropping equipment to be installed

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-CO-24
VU-CO-25

Poor equipment reliability

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

VU-CO-26

Poor management of pilot releases and configurations

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

VU-CO-27

Poor medium reliability

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

VU-CO-28

Possibility of adding software derivations

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-15

Software vulnerabilities

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-04

Modification of

VU-CO-29

Possibility of circuit derivation
This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
– Telecommunication Sector under grant agreement no.
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Vulnerability ID
VU-CO-30

Vulnerability

Threat ID

Possibility of corrupting a communication

Threat / Attack
Hardware

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-CO-31

Possibility of incorrect configuration, installation or modification of relays

TH-IOT-14

Failure of System

VU-CO-32

Possibility of interfering with data transmitted via the communication media

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-11

Session hijacking

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-11

Session hijacking

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-01

Denial of Service

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-06

Targeted cyber attacks

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-01

Denial of Service

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-CO-33
VU-CO-34

Possibility of remote administration of the system using non-encrypted administration tools
Possibility of remote system administration

VU-CO-35

Possibility of remote system administration from any station

VU-CO-36

Possibility of subjecting the relays to an excessive number of requests or intense interference
(e.g. denial of service attacks such as smurfing, SYN flood etc.)
Presence of a communication network with the outside allowing exchange of information

VU-CO-37

VU-CO-38

Presence of protocol that has no authentication function

This project has received funding from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
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Vulnerability ID
VU-CO-39
VU-CO-40
VU-CO-41

Vulnerability

Threat ID

Threat / Attack

TH-IOT-01

Denial of Service

TH-IOT-11

Session hijacking

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

Standard interface allowing information exchanges (e.g. Bluetooth interface accepting all
communications by default)

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

The equipment can be accessed by everyone

TH-IOT-17

Protocol not allowing safe authentication of the sender of a communication

VU-CO-42

The interfaces can be accessed by everyone

TH-IOT-07

Device destruction
Modification of
Hardware
Counterfeit by malicious
devices
Abuse of personal data

VU-CO-43

The network makes it easy for unauthorised persons to use the resources

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-06

Targeted cyber attacks

TH-IOT-02

TH-IOT-01

Malware
Manipulation of
Information
Denial of Service

TH-IOT-10

Man-in-the-Middle

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-05

Manipulation of

TH-IOT-04
TH-IOT-08

TH-IOT-05
VU-CO-44
VU-CO-45

The relays identify neither the sources nor the destinations (example of impact: system
vulnerable to spoofing attacks)
The supports and medium can be accessed by everyone and are active by default (e.g. RJ45
connectors intermingled)
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Vulnerability ID
VU-CO-46

Vulnerability

Threat ID

Unidentified underground equipment

Threat / Attack
Information

VU-CO-47

Users lack competency

TH-IOT-14

Manipulation of
Information
Counterfeit by malicious
devices
Failure of system

VU-SO-01

Software that is complex to use

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

VU-SO-02

Possibility of the operating system being subjected to badly formed requests and data (e.g.
buffer overflow)

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-15

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Malware

TH-IOT-05
TH-IOT-08

TH-IOT-03
VU-SO-03

Use of an obsolete version of the operating system or applications

TH-IOT-02
TH-IOT-15

VU-SO-04

Single internally-developed applications

TH-IOT-16

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Natural Disaster

VU-SO-05

Lack of responsibility

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

VU-SO-06

No encryption system

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-SO-07

Software can be used by everyone (e.g. no password required for remote administration of a
workstation)

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-01

Denial of Service

VU-SO-08

No restriction on software entry points

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-SO-09

No implementation of basic security rules applicable to the operating system and software

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-03
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Vulnerability ID

Vulnerability

Threat ID
TH-IOT-15
TH-IOT-03
TH-IOT-07

VU-SO-10

Use of non-evaluated software

TH-IOT-15

VU-SO-12

No protection against the use of advanced privileges

Possibility of modifying or corrupting the software

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-07

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-15

Software vulnerabilities

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-15

TH-IOT-07

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-03
VU-SO-11

Threat / Attack

TH-IOT-03
VU-SO-13

No sure means of identification

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-SO-14

No procedure or system for authorising personnel to modify data

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-SO-15

No monitoring of data integrity

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-SO-16

No management of profile privileges (administrators, users, guest, etc.)

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-SO-17

Possibility of installing a backdoor or Trojan horse in the operating system

TH-IOT-02

Malware
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Vulnerability ID
VU-SO-18

Vulnerability

Threat ID

Non-upgradable software

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-15

TH-IOT-07

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-15

TH-IOT-07

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-15

TH-IOT-07

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-03
VU-SO-19

Obsolete software

TH-IOT-03
VU-SO-20

Applications are not checked before installation

Threat / Attack

TH-IOT-03
VU-SO-21

Possibility of incorrect configuration, installation or modification of the operating system

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

VU-SO-22

No systematic qualification procedure before installation or updating

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

VU-SO-23

Lack of training in maintaining and operating new equipment

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

VU-SO-24

Possible side effects after updating a software component

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

VU-SO-25

Application requiring computing resources not matched by the equipment (e.g. insufficient
RAM)
No filter to protect the system against saturation

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

TH-IOT-12

Network Outage

VU-SO-26
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Vulnerability ID

VU-SO-27

Vulnerability

Threat ID

Possible existence of hidden functions introduced during the design and development phase

TH-IOT-01

Denial of Service

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-15

TH-IOT-07

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-15

TH-IOT-07

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-03
VU-SO-28

Software retrieval from a non-authenticated source

Threat / Attack

TH-IOT-03
VU-SO-29

Presence of residual data used by the software

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-SO-30

Possibility of adding an eavesdropping programme such as a Trojan horse

TH-IOT-02

Malware

VU-SO-31

Password for accessing the system or application changed rarely or not at all

TH-IOT-09

Brute force

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

VU-SO-32

Use of easily-observed passwords to access the system or application (shape on keyboard,
short password)
The operating system allows a session to be opened without password

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-11

Session hijacking

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

VU-OS-01
VU-OS-02

No accessible support
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Vulnerability ID
VU-OS-03
VU-OS-04
VU-OS-05

Vulnerability

Threat ID

Insufficient competency
The operating system is not checked before installation
Resource sharing makes it easy for unauthorised persons to use the system

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

TH-IOT-13

Failures of devices

TH-IOT-14

Failure of system

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data
Manipulation of
Information
Malware

TH-IOT-05
VU-OS-06

Use of a standard operating system on which logical attacks have already been carried out

TH-IOT-02
TH-IOT-15

TH-IOT-07

Software vulnerabilities
Manipulation of
software
Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-09

Brute force

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-02

Malware

TH-IOT-07

Abuse of personal data

TH-IOT-03
VU-OS-07
VU-OS-08

Connection passwords not sufficiently complex
Possibility of creating or modifying system commands
Table 5: Vulnerabilities that can be exploited by each identified Threat
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6 Security and Privacy Requirements
The scope of this step is to identify the set of the security and privacy requirements that should be
satisfied after the vulnerability analysis. To identify the appropriate requirements the following
process was followed: Firstly, we identified the threats against each 2CeVau asset (see Table 4).
Then, for each Threat-Vulnerability pair (meaning that the specific threat can exploit the
corresponding vulnerability – see Table 5) the affected 2CeVau assets were examined, thus guiding us
to the specification of the security and privacy properties that should be protected and thus to the
elicitation of the appropriate requirements. The aforementioned elicitation process ensures the
mitigation of the identified threats and thus the achievement of the appropriate protection level for the
2CeVau system.
Security and Privacy Requirements
Requirement
ID

Requirement

SP-RE-01

Ensure Data confidentiality during transmission

SP-RE-02

Ensure Data integrity during Transmission

SP-RE-03

Ensure availability of the communication channel

SP-RE-04

Ensure that only legitimate devices interact with the 2CeVau system (ensure
the validity of hardware devices)

SP-RE-05

Ensure the origin and integrity of 2CeVau firmware/software

SP-RE-06

Ensure secure deployment of 2CeVau firmware/software

SP-RE-07

Ensure the quality of the hardware devices

SP-RE-08

Ensure the quality and the timeliness of the hardware maintenance services

SP-RE-09

Ensure that crucial hardware devices are tamper proof

SP-RE-10

Ensure the quality and the timeliness of the software maintenance services

SP-RE-11

Ensure availability of required hardware resources (processing power, storage
space, memory space)

SP-RE-12

Ensure interoperability of 2CeVau software components

SP-RE-13

Ensure the authenticity of the hardware components connected to the 2CeVau
system

SP-RE-14

Ensure that only authorised users can access the 2CeVau system

SP-RE-15

Ensure the reliability and security of the 2CeVau software development
process (Security and Privacy by Design)

SP-RE-16

Ensure that abnormal network activity (requests, traffic) can be detected

SP-RE-17

Ensure that there is physical access control to crucial 2CeVau equipment

SP-RE-18

Ensure recovery of crucial 2CeVau assets after natural disasters and other
physical threats
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Security and Privacy Requirements
Requirement
ID

Requirement

SP-RE-19

Ensure Data confidentiality of stored data

SP-RE-20

Ensure Data integrity of stored data

SP-RE-21

Ensure that authorized users have the correct privileges

SP-RE-22

Ensure driver’s anonymity

SP-RE-23

Unlinkability in communication between Electric Vehicles

SP-RE-24

Unlinkability in the bidirectional communication between Electric Vehicles
and Road Side Units (RSUs)
Table 6: Security and Privacy Requirements for the 2CeVau System
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7 Conclusions
This deliverable identifies the system assets, threats/attacks, vulnerabilities and security and
privacy requirements for the use cases specified in Activity 2.
The methodology used has been developed by UPRC in a H2020 project (SAFERtec [1]) that
has been suitably adopted for the current project. It consists of three stages: During the first
stage the systems assets and stakeholders have been identified, while in Stage 2 the security
and privacy requirements have been elicited.
The methodology continues with Stage 3, reflecting the work of Task 3.4 on the assessment
of the impact from a potential security or privacy violation incident and the proposal of
appropriate technical countermeasures. This work (Stage 3) has not been covered by this
deliverable. It will be presented at the report for Milestone 6: Specification of security
controls and countermeasures.
Furthermore, the proposed technical measures will be tested during the penetration test that
will be performed in the framework of milestone 7.
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